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The Transportation and
Regional Growth Study
is guided by a policy
leader committee
representing various
interests.

TEA-21, the federal
transportation act
signed by President
Clinton in June 1998,
provides up to $2
million per year for
the Center's ITS
Institute.

CTS
a eresearch,

education, and
information/outreach

efforts are supported by
three specially funded

programs: the Transportation
and Regional Growth Study

the Minnesota T2 Center, and
the ITS Institute. In addition,
CTS continues to administer

many research projects
conducted in over 20

University
departments.

Mn/ROAD pavement
research, respected
worldwide, is an
important
component of the
CTS research
program.

Minnesota T2 has
established a national
reputation for quality
with events such as an
annual spring
maintenance expo.
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Growth and New Directions Build on Strong
Program Foundation

he past year was a watershed for transportation. New federal transportation legisla-
tion-the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (known as "TEA-21")-

dominated discussion before and after its approval by President Clinton in June 1998. Gerard J. McCullough
Overall, the results of the act are quite positive for CTS. It provides $2 million per year for
our Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Institute, doubling the amount we had received under
TEA-21's predecessor, ISTEA.

The act also calls for strong movement toward deployment of research. This fits well with our
decision last spring to create an important new position: director of ITS deployment. Dennis
Foderberg, formerly the director of the ITS Institute, now holds this post, working closely with the
Minnesota Department of Transportation to expedite the movement of ITS technologies from
research to deployment.

The TEA-21 funding "ii
increase for thelITS /W 1,1 e,-l"a "ee e e eld , ' l, V a
Institute-and the excit- p / / y jl ,
ingnew opportunities it
affords-will build on
the strong foundation
already established at CTS. For example, the Minnesota Technology Transfer (T2) Center continues
to serve local transportation agencies. Its value was made clear by the Minnesota Local Road
Research Board's decision to provide increased base funds for T2 to offset a federal reduction
enacted in TEA-21.

The Transportation and Regional Growth Study, a multiyear effort initiated by the Metropolitan
Council and Mn/DOT, also made great progress this year. The research and outreach projects got
under way and the first research report attracted considerable interest from policymakers. In addi-
tion, CTS demonstrated continued strength in its multidisciplinary research program, education
classes and courses (including our first-ever logistics short course), and information/outreach activi-
ties.

I. am confident that this strong foundation will enable CTS to adjust to the results of another
watershed event in 1998-the election of Jesse Ventura as Minnesota governor. A new governor
means new leadership at Mn/DOT, the Metropolitan Council, and other agencies (and funders) of
CTS. I feel very positive that CTS will be able to demonstrate the importance and practical value of
transportation research and help keep transportation a high priority for Minnesota's new leaders.

Speaking of leaders, let me again thank all of you who serve on CTS committees and councils,
in particular the outgoing chair of the CTS Executive Committee, A. Scheffer Lang. Shef's unique
blend of academic, public sector, and industry experience helped guide the Center to what it is today. We
expect that working with his successor, Professor Fred Beier, will be just as productive and enjoyable.

The past year points toward a promising future. I look forward to working with you to
help us get there.

Gerard J. McCullough
Director, CTS

I :~- :~ :- "* ~~~ '~ i.-l ~~-~:::~ 7
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examined the employment distribution of these indus-
tries in U.S. cities to demonstrate the demand for over-

d seas air cargo service. By classifying U.S. metro
S regions based on mismatches in air service supply and

demand, they were able to identify cities with winning
.S. and losing records in the global air service competition.

They found a trend away from "gateway" airports on
eir the coasts to a situation where more cities have a piece

ir coI

their supply and d
The Twin Cities

proportional grow
jobs nationwide; c
increase in air car,
the area's overall
roughly the same.

The study resull
for coordinated 10o
to actively promol
communities in th
for limited service
address those issu
and develop long-
attuned to concunr
regulatory change

5 to-growth? which policies encourage sprawln
Should they be changed, and if so, how?

A team of faculty-led by Gerard McCullough (CTS
director and associate professor, Applied Economics),
Tom Scott (director, Center for Urban and Regional
Affairs and professor, Political Science) and John S.
Adams (professor, Geography)-is conducting research
to provide increased knowledge and understanding of

positions rela-

Ssixth strongest
lustry-related

regional efforts
* air service for
>f competition
Sleaders must
n their influence
lans carefully

Robert Johns and Professors Tom Scott and John Adams join
McCullough in leading the study.

these issues. Other faculty represent Applied
Economics, Civil Engineering, Landscape Architecture,
and the Humphrey Institute.

Research is guided by a program management com-
mittee and a policy leader committee (see rosters in
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Virtual Minneapolis
Will In-Vehicle Navigation Systems Affect Safety?

ore and more vehicles offer in-vehicle
navigation systems (IVNS). With this growth

IVf comes concern about how these systems may
affect driver performance and safety.

To study the implications, the
programming staff at the Human
Factors Research Laboratory
(HFRL) linked their driving sim-
ulation computer to an IVNS.
The simulator lets researchers
monitor and record the reactions
of test drivers using a specially
instrumented Acura.

With this new link, the com-
puter sends a data stream of
dummy Global Positioning
System (GPS) coordinates to the
IVNS. The coordinates are updat-
ed continuously as the position of
a simulated vehicle changes. The
information is then displayed ae-
using a digital map program
installed on a portable laptop at e
computer mounted in the Acura.

For this project, part of a larger
CTS-Mn/DOT research effort, the te
HFRL programming staff mod-
eled a grid of streets in
Minneapolis and added GPS coordinates for each inter-
section. In a series of experiments they evaluated 13
test drivers while they used the IVNS and digital map to
help them navigate through the simulated grid.

Under the test condition, each driver was asked to navi-

gate from a start point to an end point using only the
IVNS and digital map. Under the control condition,
HFRL staff also gave the drivers verbal instructions at
each intersection. The test drivers glanced toward the

map more often under the test con-
dition, validating a key hypothesis
of the study: the experimental
design encourages drivers to look at
the digital map.

More broadly, the GPS link pro-
vides a general resource for system-
atic study of 1VNS effects on driv-
ing performance under carefully
controlled conditions in a driving
simulator. "To my knowledge,

24 HFRL is one of the first laborato-
ries to successfully implement the

16ede d'software to actuate and update an
IVNS digital map with a dummy
data stream of GPS coordinates,

Et such that the position of a simulat-
ed vehicle in a simulated driving

S de / environment is displayed and
updated in real time on the digital
map display," says Thomas J.
Smith of HFRL.

This technical accomplishment
should help other researchers in

their studies of human factors and driving performance
issues pertaining to IVNS technology. "This in turn
should benefit our understanding of the possible safety
implications for the driving public," Smith says.
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Putting Research Into Practice
Longer Spans Possible with High-Strength Concrete Bridges

sing higher strength concrete (over 7,000
pounds per square inch) is the current trend in

te prestressed concrete bridge girder industry.
In recent years Mn/DOT has increased its girder

design strength for special situations, but broader use
requires clearer design provisions.

To better understand potential applications, a team of
researchers in the Department of Civil
Engineering conducted a series of studies that
addressed mechanical properties, durability -
issues, and the testing of two prestressed
girders. Leading the team were Professors -

Catherine French, Carol Shield, and
Mark Snyder.

Their research confirmed that by tak-
ing advantage of the increased concrete
strength, engineers can increase the gird-
er spacing or the maximur span length of
a bridge. The latter in turn decreases the
number of supports needed and provides
wider unDerpasses

The reits o'he iri rc ve been nt into

practice on a bridge over 1-35W in Blaine, Minn. By
using high-strength concrete, only 14 beam lines were
needed instead of 17, saving an estimated $80,000. More
than 12 other bridges are in the planning stages that will
use higher strength concrete.

Another result of the research was an increase by
Mn/DOT's Bridge Office of the maximum concrete

strength for routine designs, from 7,000 pounds per
square inch to 8,500.

r- This research effort is also notable 1for
the public and private sector partners that

* supported it. Mn/DOT, the Minesota
SPrestress Association, the Minnesota

-* ' Precast Association, the Prestreed/Precast
O Concrete Institute, and CTS spo

research cornoonents. nmimb& &6c ai-



It's One Cool Tool
A New Tool for Cold Weather Paving

Sinnesota, the old saying goes, has two sea-
sons: winter and road construction. But a

new version of a paving tool may make year-
round construction more of a possibility.

PaveCool Version 2.0 offers users insights into how
adverse climate conditions will affect their ability to
produce a durable, quality road surface. The tool simu-
lates the cooling of an asphalt mat behind the paver
under a variety of environmental conditions. Users
input the type of existing surface, type of asphalt mix,

lead

and weather conditions. The output shows a cooling
curve with recommended compaction starting and stop-
ping times. Field tests confirm the value of this pro-
gram as an aid to cold weather paving.

The software was developed by researchers led by
Professors David Newcomb and Vaughan Voller at the
University, with support from Mn/DOT and the
Minnesota Asphalt Pavement Association.

To download your own copy, visit the following Web
site: mnroad.dot.state.mn.us/restools/cooltool.html.

Infrastructu
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Mn/ROAD Update
The Minnesota Road Research Project (Mn/ROAD), a technologically advanced facility
located north of the Twin Cities on 1-94, has been gathering data for over four years.
Researchers are starting to see the pavement failures for which the system was designed.
"By studying the test cells, we are able to see what is happening beneath the pavement
surface, allowing us a rare glimpse into the behavior of materials under actual conditions,"
says Mn/ROAD manager Glenn Engstrom.

Mn/ROAD was designed and constructed by Mn/DOT with support from the
University, the FHWA, the Minnesota Local Road Research Board, and the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers/Cold Regions Research Engineering Lab.

1997-98 Research Highlights
* Professor David Newcomb of Civil Engineering was on sabbatical working directly with Mn/DOT engineers at Mn/ROAD in FY98.
* A team of researchers led by Newcomb developed a new mechanistic-empirical pavement design procedure and tested it at the site.
* Preliminary results of a drainage study conducted in cooperation with the University suggest that automated data collection improves the abili-

ty to depict drainage patterns accurately below the pavement.
* Mn/DOT paved a mainline section with ultra-thin whitetopping and began a detailed evaluation. Performance to date indicates a low occur-

rence of cracking in sections with smaller panels and no cracking in sections with larger panels.
* Over 3,000 linear feet of cracks were sealed with a low-modulus sealant. With a lower resilience than Mn/DOT's current spec, it may be an

attractive option for Minnesota's extreme climate.
* Forensic test pits were excavated in three mainline cells showing significant rutting. "Rutting was generally in the top two-thirds of the asphalt

thickness, which suggests that 200-230 mm of asphalt is enough to protect aggregate bases and clay subgrades from rutting," says Dan
Boemrner, project engineer.

The Mn/ROAD Web site has complete details: mnroad.dot.state.mn.us. [Source: The Main Line, Office of Minnesota Road Research]
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Battle of the Blankets
A Tale of Erosion Control Research and Testing

ediment from soil erosion is very difficult to
control and endangers downstream water

resources. In fact, sediment is considered to be
the number one pollutant in our river systems.

Designing blankets and stabilizers that will limit ero-
sion along Minnesota's roadsides has been difficult
because current design criteria are not based on inde-
pendent data or on studies of state soil conditions and
vegetation.

To find out which products work best in Minnesota's
climate, researchers in two departments-led by
Professor David Biesboer of Plant Biology and
Professor Bruce Wilson of the Department of
Biosystems and Mechanical Engineering-are conduct-
ing research and field tests. Funded by Mn/DOT and
the LRRB, the research is unique in that it crosses biol-
ogy and engineering at the University to test the inter-
action between erosion control products and the native

seed mixes used across the state to revegetate rights-of-
way. Using native plants underneath the biodegradable
blankets increases the plants' survival rate and reduces
the state's investment.

The University research team-along with represen-
tatives from Mn/DOT and industry-used a large sedi-
mentation basin in Eden Prairie, Minn., for their field
work. The entire multi-acre basin was planted and cov-
ered with over 20 different erosion control products.
"This site is unique because it is probably the first
large-scale, side-by-side comparison of multiple
biodegradable erosion control products that has ever
been performed in the United States," Biesboer says.

This one-of-a-kind field comparison spawned a
September 1997 meeting of the Minnesota Erosion
Control Association (MECA) called the "Battle of the
Blankets." The meeting grabbed so much local, region-
al, and national attention that it increased attendance



from a normal
40 to 50 peo-
ple to over 150

The early
research finding
project are alre
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region. For example:
* A Minnesota manufacturer is collaborating with
Mn/DOT in the manufacture of improved, experimental
erosion control mats that will use Minnesota-derived
materials of peat and post-processed alfalfa stems.
* Based on performance in the basin, a specification
for one of the products was developed and implement-
ed in the city of Long Lake.
* Mn/DOT is developing guidelines that will specifi-

cally rec-
ommend
w and
certain ero-
Sproducts
uture on all

Mn/DOT construction projects-with extension to
private contractors and local governments that utilize
these products in their own construction projects.
* Several hydraulically applied products also will be
specified for the first time for use along roadsides,
including the idea of plant germination enhancers, a
new concept that will enhance germination in very
nutrient poor roadside soils.

Reseach
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Minnesota T2/LTAP Workshops
Minnesota T2 offers a statewide workshop program and
partners with other organizations to cosponsor events.
The following were offered in 1997-98.

T2 workshops:
* Gravel Road Maintenance and Design
* Cooperative Equipment Purchasing
* Snow and Ice Control (CTAP Van)
* Asphalt Pavement Maintenance (CTAP

Van)
Other cosponsored events:
* Third Annual Career Expo and Job Fair Ton a
* Second Annual Minnesota Pavement one of s

Conference instruto
* Spring Maintenance Expo agenda
* Work Zone Traffic Control & Road Annual

Marking Seminar CrS

* Construction of Hot-Mix Asphalt the i,,
Pavements

* Video for Traffic Management T sh
* Northland "How to" Conference: Broabe

Teaming Up for Safer Roads about C
* Morning exchange forum on education gravel ro,

outreach, 44th Annual Asphalt nance
Conference 2 pe

Circuit Training and Assistance Program
The Circuit Training and Assistance Program (CTAP)
made statewide tours that focused on two topics: snow
and ice control and asphalt pavement maintenance. A
fully equipped mobile information and training center,
the van reached approximately 3,000 attendees.

Program cosponsors are Minnesota T 2, Mn/DOT's
Maintenance Research and Operations Office, the
Minnesota Local Road Research Board (LRRB), and

the Federal Highway Administration.
Mn/DOT appointed Tom Broadbent, for-

merly with Mn/DOT's Duluth district, to
become the first full-time CTAP instructor.

T2 Survey
Mn/DOT's Office of Research Services
(ORS) and Minnesota T2-- with funding from
the Minnesota Local Road Research Board-
mailed a survey to users of technology trans-
fer services and products. The goal was to
learn more about the activities that their cus-
tomers find most helpful.

City and county engineers, public works
directors, street superintendents, Mn/DOT
research coordinators, and Mn/DOT area
maintenance engineers and supervisors, as
well as a random sampling of T2 course par-
ticipants, received the survey. Survey findings
will help shape future technology transfer
activities.

Spring Maintenance Expo
Spring and summer roadway maintenance issues-from
mowing to whitetopping to work zone safety-were
explored at the 1998 Spring Maintenance Expo, held on
April 7-8 in Rochester. Over 660 participants learned
about the latest experiences and technology in Minnesota

/t~esola ir~c~r~c~ i~-~w~rsb~



maintenance operations and viewed displays from 35
exhibitors and vendors.

Speakers represented the LRRB, Mn/DOT, the
Minnesota Department of Employee Relations, counties,
cities, industry and consultants, associations, the Red
Cross, and the Estonia Road Administration.

Sponsors were Mn/DOT, the Minnesota Local Road
Research Board, Minnesota T2, the Minnesota Street
Superintendents Association, and the Minnesota Public
Works Association.

Other T2 Resources
Other resources include:
* publications-quarterly newsletter, workshop catalog

and two-year schedule, quarterly workshop updates,
videotape catalog

* videotape loan program (conducted in cooperation
with Mn/DOT)

* library reference assistance/literature searches
* expanded database of over 5,500 customers
* technical referral
* compact disc interactive (CDI) distribution
* Web page: www.umn.edu/cts/T2/t2.html

ottuare P/aVrV rs

The Career Expo ended with a job fair featuring 12 employer exhibits, including Mn/DOT's Seeds Program and BRW

Career Expo and Job Fair
The Center held its Third Annual Transportation Career
Expo and Job Fair on February 11, 1998, in Minneapolis.

Over 70 attendees listened to the program, which
began with a general session on career preparation and
"re-careering." Cheri Trenda of CTS moderated the gen-
eral session and introduced panelists Ann Johnson,

Dunwoody Institute; Jeffrey Westbrook, Rollerblade,
Inc.; and Bonnie Wohlberg, Mn/DOT.

Concurrent sessions then followed in specific areas of
transportation:
* Transportation Engineering/Technical Careers
* Transportation Planning and Policy Careers
* Transportation Logistics Careers

Educatbro



Transportation Careers Series
The Transportation Careers Series brings transportation
leaders from the public and private sectors to campus
to speak to students about career and employment
strategies, trends, and opportunities. Speakers were:
* "Traffic Engineering," Dr. Durga Panda, Director,

Advanced Technology, Image Sensing Systems, Inc.
* "Pavement Engineering," Glenn Engstrom, Director,

Mn/DOT Office of Minnesota Road Research

Huber Award
CTS presented the 1998 Matthew J. Huber Award for
Excellence in Transportation Research and Education
to Bill Schiller. Schiller was nominated by Professor
Max Donath, for whom he worked as a research assis-
tant in the ME Robotics Lab for two years.

Schiller completed his master's degree in 1997 in
mechanical engineering. His thesis was titled "The
Virtual Bumper-A Control-based Collision Avoidance
System for Highway Vehicles." He currently works for
Minnetronix, a technological start-up company based
in St. Paul.

Student Aid and Jobs
CTS continued to offer graduate assistantships and
undergraduate scholarships to help increase the number
of transportation students.

Expense reimbursement scholarships were provided
for student attendance at the annual conferences of the
Transportation Research Board, ITS America, Institute
of Transportation Engineers, and the ITS World
Congress.

CTS continued to help match University of
Minnesota students with possible job opportunities in
transportation-related organizations. The Center col-
lected over 50 job descriptions from public and private
sector employers and advertised them in its monthly
newsletter and Web site.

Two students received international internships
for a summer in Scandinavia thanks to Mn/DOT's
International Student Exchange Program. Janelle
Monette, a research assistant in the Human Factors
Research Lab, worked with the Swedish Road
Administration, and Bryan Dodds, an undergrad in
Civil Engineering, worked with the Finnish Road
Administration. The program is sponsored by Mn/DOT
in cooperation with CTS.

Class and Short Course Development
Dr. Eil Kwon, CTS senior research associate, devel-
oped an Advanced Traffic Management Information
Systems (ATMIS) experimental course sponsored by
the Civil Engineering department and the Mn/DOT
Traffic Management Center (TMC).
Focusing on technologies for advanced free-
way operations-including the flow charac-
teristics at bottlenecks and coordinated ramp
metering strategies-the course was held in
fall quarter 1998.

Three TMC traffic engineers participated
in this class as guest speakers: Glen
Carlson, Rich Lau, and John Biemiek. v

Educat n
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Second Annual Pavement Conference
Pavement design and maintenance issues are a hot topic in
Minnesota, evidenced by the turnout of nearly 280 engineers, techni-
cians, managers, and others at the Second Annual Minnesota
Pavement Conference, on February 26, 1998, in St. Paul.

Speakers represented the University of Minnesota (Professors Mark
Snyder and Dave Newcomb of Civil Engineering), Mn/DOT, other
universities, consultant firms, and T2 centers and DOTs from other
states.

CTS hosted the event, which was cosponsored by Minnesota T2

and Mn/DOT.

+.,
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Logistics Symposium
Adequate infrastructure investment and a well-educated
labor force are crucial contributions government can
make to help improve logistics and economic efficiency.
This was the conclusion of the "Impacts of Logistics on
the Upper Midwest Economy" symposium held by CTS
on April 22, 1998, in Minneapolis.

Michael W. Wright, chairman of the board and CEO of
Supervalu, Inc., gave the keynote on "The Growing Role
of Logistics in Industry." Following Wright's speech
were three panel sessions on "Industry Perspective,"
"Impacts and Challenges for the Upper Midwest

Economy," and "What Is the Role of Government?"
The symposium was sponsored by the CTS Logistics

Task Force, in cooperation with the Transportation Club,
the Council on Logistics Management (CLM), the
American Production and Inventory Control Society
(APICS), the Minnesota Trucking Association, Mn/DOT,
the Metropolitan Council, the Metropolitan Airports
Commission, the Minnesota Chamber of Commerce, and
the University's Retail Food Industry Center.

A short proceedings of the event is available.

20
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Frederick I Beier, professor of marketing and logistics and

director of the Logistics Management Research Center at the
Carlson School of Management, was named the recipient of
the 1998 Richard P. Braun Distinguished Service Award. The
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Former U.S. Rep. Tim Penny gave an
introduction at the "Investing in

Minnesota Agriculture" conference.

High-Speed Rail Seminar
CTS organized a seminar on high-speed rail for the
annual meeting of the Midwest Conference of State
Legislators, held in Kansas City on July 13, 1997. The
seminar was organized at the request of State Senators
Sheila Kiscaden and Steve Morse.

ITS Minnesota
Forums
CTS staff assisted with
two forums sponsored
by ITS Minnesota, of
which CTS is a found-
ing member.

The first was the Bridge Girder Impleme
"ITS Industry Forum on CTS facilitated Bridge Gi
Emerging In-Vehicle on August 20, 1997, in
Technologies" on Office of Researh Services.
November 5. The forum provide participants with a
included a keynote by national bridge irder researc
Joseph Allen, chair of research results fect speci
Calspan SRL Corp.; and fabrication.
sessions on heavy and
light vehicles; and a luncheon speech by Harry Voccola,
senior vice president with Navigation Technologies and
chair of the ITS America Board of Directors.

The second event was the ITS Minnesota 1998
Information Exchange Forum on March 18. Dennis
Judycki of the Federal Highway Administration's Office
of Safety and Systems gave the keynote. Other speakers

presented ITS success stories in
Minnesota; success stories in other
states; and a corporate update.

Investing in Minnesota
Agriculture: Transportation
Infrastructure Conference
An array of policymakers and industry
experts gathered in St. Paul on March
25, 1998, for this conference, sponsored by the
University of Minnesota's Center for International Food

and Agricultural Policy,
CTS, and the Minnesota
Agri-Growth Council,
Inc.

Michael Dunn, U.S.
assistant secretary of agri-
culture for marketing and
regulatory programs, gave
a luncheon address. Other
speakers represented the
University of Minnesota,
the Minnesota Farm
Bureau, North Dakota
State University, MARC
2000, railroads, and the
ag industry.

Transit Development Forum
Unity and cooperation were common themes heard by
the 163 participants who attended the "Transit
Development Forum: Preparing for the Mobility
Demands of the Next Century." The all-day event was
sponsored by CTS, Metro Transit, the Metropolitan
Council, the Metropolitan Light Rail Transit Joint Powers
Board, and Mn/DOT on May 27, 1998.

Highlights included speeches by national and state pol-

Jeff Henson (IKW, top) moaeratea te ctosing panel session on i ne
Impact of ITS" at the ITS Exchange Forum. Panelists were Anne Beers In his keynote to the Transit Development Forum, U.S. Rep. Martin
(Minnesota State Patrol), Tom Satre (Minnesota Office of Technology), Sabo praised the "united effort that moved the issue of light rail transit
and Steve Lockwood (Parsons Brinckerhoff). forward" in the Twin Cities metro area.
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icymakers (see below). Other speakers included Jackie Cherryhomes, Minneapolis City
Council; Natalio Diaz, Metropolitan Council; Darryl Durgin, Mn/DOT; Alice Hausman
and Jean Wagenius, Minnesota House; Arthur Leahy, Metro Transit; Peter McLaughlin,
Hennepin County; William Millar, American Public Transit Association; Rafael Ortega,
Metro LRT Joint Powers Board; and Barb Thoman, Transit for Livable Communities.

The FTA's Gordon
Linton said the
timing for
Minnesota's light
rail project could-
n't be better

In an afternoon
panel, State
Senator Carol
Flynn reviewed
transit funding
options.

Curt Johnson, (former)
chair of the Twin Cities'
Metropolitan Council,
suggested that LRT may
invite major redevelop-
ment of the region.

Library
The Center's Library and Information Services program is
one component of the Minnesota Transportation Libraries
(MTL), an information service partnership formed by
CTS, Mn/DOT, and the Local Road Research Board in
1995.

The CTS Library serves as a gateway to many national
and international transportation information sources avail-
able on the Mn/DOT and University of Minnesota library
networks. The CTS librarian uses these resources to help
students, faculty, and members of the public find informa-
tion on a wide range of issues related to transportation.

Web Site
CTS continued to add material
and features to its Web site,
located at www.umn.edu/cts/.
The site includes:
* descriptions of CTS and its programs
* a new section for the Transportation and Regional

Growth Study
* abstracts of ongoing and completed research projects
* a calendar of upcoming events
* on-line versions of publications such the CTS Report,

the T2 Technology Exchange, and the T 2 workshop cata-
log

* links to an array of transportation-related sites
* a list of faculty in the CTS research program with links

to their sites and departments
* a selection of faculty and staff activities, presentations,

and publications

The Center also began a transition to a greater, more time-
ly use of the Web site for disseminating research and

other information. For example, lists of faculty publications
which were featured in previous editions of the annual
report are now posted on the Web instead.

the Ser es & 4
Events Service
The Center continued its event service in partnership with
the Department of Program Development and Management
(PDM), University College. In the program, CTS offers
organizations a range of services to conduct all kinds of
transportation events, including conferences, short courses,
seminars, association meetings, and training series.

Publications
Center publications include the
CTS Report, a four-page
newsletter of transportation-

related news and events at the
University; Technology Exchange, the

quarterly newsletter of the Minnesota T2 Center; and Study
Notes, the new quarterly newsletter of the Transportation
and Regional Growth Study.

Additional publications include catalogs and brochures
announcing events and programs and research reports docu-
menting the results of the Center's research program.

Tours
CTS staff host tours of the ITS LABORATORY, Human
Factors Research Lab, and the SAFETRUCK research site.
In FY98 hundreds of visitors-ranging from the staff of
U.S. Rep. Martin Sabo's office to high school students-
were treated to a survey of facilities and technologies.
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Membership Changes
Christine Maziar succeeded Mark Brenner as the vice
president for research and dean of the Graduate
School, which oversees CTS.

Maziar appointed Professor Frederick J. Beier, a
founding member of the Center's Executive
Committee, as Executive Committee chair, succeeding
A. Scheffer Lang, who was chair since 1993.

Executive Committee
Chair: Frederick J. Beier, Director, Logistics Management Research

Center, University of Minnesota

Lyndon Carlson, State Representative
James Denn, Commissioner, Minnesota Department of Transportation
Gary Eikaas, Executive Vice President, Dedicated Logistics Inc.
Peter Fausch, Senior Vice President, SRF
Nigel Finney, Deputy Executive Director, Metropolitan Airports

Commission
Carol Flynn, State Senator
Joe Gasper, Member, Metropolitan Airports Commission
Pat Kumar, Associate Dean, Institute of Technology, University of

Minnesota
A. Scheffer Lang, Former Administrator, Federal Railroad Administrat
Ron Lifson, Vice President, Liberty Diversified
Christine Maziar, Vice President for Research and Dean of the Graduat

School, University of Minnesota
Jim Newland, Consultant
G. Edward Schuh, (former) Dean, Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Pu

Affairs, University of Minnesota
Mary Hill Smith, Member, Metropolitan Council
James Solem, Regional Administrator, Metropolitan Council
Al Steger, Minneapolis Division Administrator, Federal Highway

Administration

Retreat
The Executive Committee held a special planning
retreat on November 22, 1997, with CTS program
directors. The retreat was a free-flowing exchange of
ideas on trends in transportation and how these trends
should shape the Center's role, goals, and outcomes for
the next three to five years. The group also discussed
the leadership role it should play to ensure success.

Frederick Beier Chair yndon Carlson mes Denn

Pat Kumar . ScheerLa on Lifson im Newland G Edward Schuh Mary Hill Smith Solem Steger
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Linda Pieper, Things N
Gerald Rohrbach, Mn/1
Khani Sahebjam, Mn/E
Robert Seavey, Forest
Carol Shield, Civil En
Julie Skallman, Mn/DC
Mark Snyder, Civil Enl
Richard Sullivan, Mn/I
Vaughn Voller, Civil Ei
Doug Weiszhaar, Stean
Richard Wolters, Minnm

Pavement Associati,
Bob Zauner, Koch Mat

Transportation and tl
Environment Council
Chair: Charleen Zimn-
John S. Adams, Geogn
David Biesboer, Plant 1
John Carmody, Archite
Ron Cassellius, Mn/D(
Fred Dock, Barton-Asc
Frank Douma; Canadia

Pacific Railway
Leonard Eilts, Mn/DO'

David Hofe]
Judy Hollan

Metropolil
Dean Johns,

Strategies
David Kitte

Mechanic:
Engineerit

Connie Koz
Metropoli

Susan Moe,
Highway /

Steve Morri
Metropoli

William Me
Design Cs

Lance Neck
Architectt

David Rafte
Regional:
Mankato

Peggy Reid
Mark Rogers, Norther

Power
Donald Ross, English
Susanne Spitzer, Minn

Pollution Control A
Robert Sykes, Landsca

Architecture
Mary Vogel, Landscap
Jeanne Witzig, Natural

Group, Inc.
Bob Works, Mn/DOT

Education Council
Chair: Ann Johnson, I

Institute
Past Chair: Dennis C:
Secretary: Maria Hag,

Robbinsdale (now (
James Benshoof, Ben

Associates
Gary Davis, Civil

Engineering
Jan Ekemrn,

Mn/DOT
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Carlson School of
Management
INFORMATION & DECISION SCIENC
Gordon Everest

MARKETING AND LOGISTICS

MANAGEMENT
Frederick J. Beier
Robert A. Hansen
Donald V. Harper (ret.)

OPERATIONS AND MANAGEMENT
SCIENCES
Arthur V. Hill
Christopher Nachtsheim
LeRoy A. Wickstrom

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT AND

ORGANIZATION
Alfred Marcus

College of
Agriculture,
Food, and
Environmental
Sciences
ANIMAL SCIENCE
Craig Coon

APPLIED ECONOMICS
David Anderson
Gary Barnes
Jerry Fruin
Dan Halbach
Wilbur Maki (Prof.

Emer.)
George Morse
PhiliupRa (Prof.

Emer.)
Ford Runge

BIOSYSTEMS AND
AGRICULTURAL

ENGINEERING

Arnold Flikke
John Nieber

HORTICULTURAL SCIENCE
Susan Galatowitsch

SOIL, WATER, AND (
Donald Baker (Prof.
H.H. Cheng
Pierre Robert

College of Architecture
and Landscape
Architecture
John Carmody
Dennis Grebner
Roger Martin
William Morrish
Lance Neckar
Robert Sykes
Mary Vogel

College of Biological
Sciences
ECOLOGY, EVOLUTION, AND
BEHAVIOR
Edward Cushing

College of E
INSTITUTE OF CI

DEVELOPMENT

Herbert Pick

College of L
ECONOMICS
Herbert MohrinR

Leadership Changi
Engineering
G. Edward Schuh, memi
dean of the Humphrey I
named Regents' Profess(
Professor John Brandl st

Steven Crouch, profes
Engineering, was named

Roger Miller
Eric Sheppard

PSYCHOLOGY

Phillip Ackerman
Marvin Dunnette
Ruth Kanfer

College of Na
Resources
FOREST RESOURC
Charles Rlinn

WOOD AND PAF

Tim Larson
Robert Seavey

Extension E
CENIER FOR 4-H

Trudy Dunham
Laurie Petro Jet
Cynthia McArti

vava usraszau
John Bryson

Candace Campbel
Gary DeCramer
Thomas Luce
Barbara Lukerman
Lee Munnich
Samuel Myers
Joe Nathan
David Rafter
G. Edward Schuh
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Gerard J. McCullough
CTS Director
612-625-3519; mccu1010@t cumn.edu

Robert C. Johns
CTS Deputy Director
612-625-9376; johns003@cts.umn.edu

Laurie McGinnis
Director, Research and Contract
Management
612-625-3019; mcgin001 @cis.umnf.du

Cheri Trenda
Director, T2/LTAP and
Continuing Education
Programs
612-625-5829; trend0l @cts.umn.edu

Max Donath
Director, ITS Institute
612-625-2304; donath@me.umn.edu

The staff celebrates the past year
and plans the next at its annual
planning meeting.
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